The complexity of care in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis
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Dear Sir

Positive outcomes for ALS service users are key factors in determining the success of ALS health care services. As the disease progresses, people with ALS frequently shift their focus from health issues to supportive relations (1). The degree of functional impairment may have little impact on what is considered to be meaningful and important.

Users and providers of palliative services can hold different perspectives on the benefits of care (2) and outcomes for palliative service users are often determined by preferences for care, and not necessarily by care providers' intentions regarding care (3). Hence, attention to care preferences for people with ALS is essential in order to achieve better outcomes in ALS care.

People with ALS access services to relieve burden of care. While some may be resigned to the inevitability of ALS, service users may still have positive perceptions about health (4) and seek multidisciplinary intervention to meet physical, emotional and social needs (5). Physical disability alone may have little effect on service users' preference for care (6). Rather, a combination of optimism (7) and support (8) may determine the decisions they make about care. Preferences for care may also change over time (9) in order to accommodate to support systems and evolving perspectives on living with ALS (10).

A process of negotiation between accepting the inevitability of ALS and maintaining quality of life has been identified among ALS service users (11). Living with ALS may involve ‘abruption’ and ‘disruption’ but it also involves coping with loss through finding new meaning in life and exerting control. This adaptive response is characterized by a cyclical
decision making process that seeks to preserve a sense of self and well-being in the face of adversity (12).

It is possible that the role of health care services in the lives of people with ALS has different meanings, depending on whether the service is delivered or received. While people with ALS seek and have expectations of a broad range of services, they also shift in their own expectations of life. As the disease progresses, services that provide psychological and social support may have a greater importance for service users than services which focus on physical disability alone. Health care professionals may not experience the same sort of shift. Despite the fact that people with ALS change in how they view their lives, no studies have focused specifically on how services should be delivered in order to match their shifting expectations of care.

ALS care is complex because service users exert control and independence as they negotiate between acceptance of ALS and desire to maintain quality of life. This poses many challenges for service providers as they must remain cognisant of the required negotiation between acceptance and independence while participating in the decision-making process about care.
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